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The Talent Search Computational Challenge is an online competition open to learners in South 

Africa and neighbouring countries. It requires intelligence, but no previous knowledge.  It is hoped 

it will raise general interest in youngsters in IT, CAT, Science and Maths and help them to 

understand that Computational Thinking has wide application in solving all sorts of problems they 

might meet in life. The Bebras community emphasise participation whilst celebrating achievement. 

 

This year's challenge is anything but unique to South Africa. There are now over 50 countries 

signed up to run Bebras Challenges! (as the Talent Search is known in most countries) 

 

On the following pages you will find the 37 tasks used in the Talent Search 2017. Above each task 

is noted at what level the questions were used.  

 

After each question there is an answer, an explanation of how the answer could be obtained plus a 

section on how the tasks are related to Computational Thinking. We have also mapped the tasks to 

the Computational Thinking Concepts that feature in the Progression Pathways Assessment 

Framework created by Mark Dorling. This year we have also added a Computer Science domain to 

each task and some key word tags to help when searching for suitable tasks during the academic 

year. This is outlined below and is thanks to the work of Valentina Dagienė (Lithuania), Sue 

Sentance (UK) and Gabrielė Stupurienė (Italy). 

 

Each task is assigned up to 3 Computational Thinking Skills from 

Abstraction (AB) 

Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

Decomposition (DE) 

Evaluation (EV) 

Generalisation (GE) 

 

Each task is assigned one Computer Science Domain from: 

Algorithms and programming 

Data, data structures and representations 

Computer processes and hardware 

Communication and networking 

Interactions, systems and society 

Up to three Keyword Tags may also be added. 

Introduction 
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It is our sincere hope that this Computational Thinking information provided will enhance the 

usefulness of this booklet for teachers and their students whether in the Primary or Secondary 

phase. It is for this reason that this booklet is being distributed to as many schools as possible and 

made available as a PDF that can be distributed freely. 

 

The 2017 challenge was conducted in five age groups: 

  Elite: Grade 12, post matrics & students (individuals) 

  Senior: Grade 10 and 11 (individual learners) 

  Intermediate: Grade 8 and 9 (individual learners) 

  Junior: Grade 6 and 7 (individual learners) 

* Elementary: Grade 5 and below – teams of two  

 

* Elementary participants can enter individually or as teams of 2 learners. We recommend teams. 

 

The challenge is completed online in schools under the supervision of teachers. 

   

For Elite, Senior, Intermediate and Junior there were 15 multiple-choice questions to be  

attempted in 45 minutes. 

Elementary had 10 questions to attempt in 45 minutes.  

 

Please note that the pen-and-paper versions of the questions, while similar, are not always identical. 

 

 

 

The organisers wish to pass on a special thanks to all the teachers who have made it possible for 

their learners to enter into this competition by taking on a huge quantity of the necessary 

administration for us. We invite schools to participate again in the second week of March in 2018. 

 

Keep informed by visiting www.olympiad.org.za 

Introduction 
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Each problem in this booklet has a flag indicating the country of origin. However, many people 

were involved in the further editing, translating and providing additional material.  

The South African team are indebted to the generosity of spirit and community of Computer 

Scientists around the world! 

Participating Countries 
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Exciting Soccer   Elementary B4  

The Beaver Rangers have been playing a soccer game against the Forest Raiders. 

 

Here are the goal scorers: 

minute 1: Anna  

minute 10: Dick  

minute 35: Bernard  

minute 47: Smithy  

minute 73: Backy  

minute 89: Richard 

 

 

(The names of the players and times of the scores are distractions. They do not help solve the 

problem) 

The game was very exciting, no team ever scored twice in a row. 

Question: 

What was the final score after 90 minutes? 

6-0 5-1 4-2 or 3-3 

Answer: 
3-3 

Explanation: 
Because teams alternated scoring, the scores would go from 0-0 to 0-1 (or 1-0), to 1-1, to 2-1 (or 1-

2), to 2-2, etc. The difference in goals is always 1 or 0. Since an even number of goals was scored, 

the final score must have been 3-3. 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - Finite-state machine 

The main idea behind the question is logical reasoning (ordering) which is important when 

producing solutions for some problems. Systematic examination of all possible changes in the score 

shows that there is only one possible outcome.  

The condition of "exciting game" in which no team ever scored twice in a row implies that two 

teams scored alternatively and the game was as balanced as possible.  

The game can be seen as a finite-state machine. Each goal that is scored alters the state of the finite-

state machine. It can be seen that the state keeps going back to a tie (0-0, 1-1, 2-2, etc.). 
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Beach Flags 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Communications and networking 

It’s important to get the sequence of things right. Algorithms help us to deliver messages in the 

correct sequence. This is particularly important in Computer Science when you are planning a 

program. Robots need to be programmed to perform tasks in specific sequences. If they mess up the 

sequence the consequences could be disastrous. 

 Elementary B1 

 
  

Albert is the father of Beatrix and Richard. Albert is a guard on the local beach. 

When Beatrix and Richard are playing on the beach, Albert uses flags to send them messages. 

This is what the flags mean: 

 

The Flag on top: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Flag in the Middle:    The Flag on the bottom: 

 

Question: What do the flags on the pole to the right mean? 

 Richard there is a meal for you, hurry! 

 Beatrix there is a meal for you, hurry! 

 Beatric and Richard there is a drink for you, no need to hurry 

 Richard there is a drink for you, no need to hurry 

 
If the flag is blue, the message is for Beatrix 

 
If the flag is red, the message is for Richard 

 
If the flag is blue-red the message is for Beatrix and Richard 

 
 
 

 
Meal available 

 
Drink available 

 

 
Hurry 

 
No need to hurry 

 

Blue flag on top means that the message is meant for Beatrix 

Green flag in the middle means that a meal is available 

Red flag at the bottom means that the person(s) should hurry. 

Answer: 

Beatrix there is a meal for you, hurry! 
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Broken Window 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills  - Abstraction (AB), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - Logical operators 

This task involves categorising information.  One way that information is stored on a computer is 

called a database.  A database stores many pieces of information which share common attributes.  

For example, in this problem, every child has a hair colour, a shirt colour, a length of hair.  But 

each individual child has specific values for each of these attributes:  For instance, Jane and Eve 

both have the “hair colour” attribute, but the values differ (blonde and brown).  Determining which 

attributes are important and being able to select data according to some criteria is an important 

feature of a database. 

 Elementary A1 

 
  

  

Six children were playing in the yard. 

 

One of them threw a ball and broke Mr. Beaver's window. 

Mr. Beaver only saw the back of the child running away.  

The child had a red shirt and short dark hair. 

(white shirts instead of red for the pen-and-paper version). 

 

 

 

 

 

Question: Who broke the window? 

John 

Only three of the children wear a red shirt: Jane, John and Dan. But Jane has long blonde hair and 

Dan's hair is violet. So it had to be John. 
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Bebras Painting  Elementary C2 

 
  

The Beaver children have found a magic roller. 

The roller replaces a shape in a painting with the next shape shown by the arrows below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

When Ben uses the magic roller to paint over the painting on the left,  

he gets the painting on the right. 

 

Question: 

What will the painting below look like after using the magic roller? 

 

 

 

 

       A         B     C      D 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

B results after applying the algorithm described above. 

The other answers are not correct. A and C both have an incorrect second symbol, which should be 

a circle. D is incorrect as only the first two symbols are correct. 

It’s Computational Thinking: 
CT Skills  - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

This task involves following an algorithm. Algorithms are sequences of instructions that need to be 

followed in a specific order. This algorithm is a simplified version of a computer vision algorithm, 

where pixels are replaced based on their values (e.g. to change the intensity of an image, or to apply 

a filter, or another image transformation). 
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Candy jar 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills  - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

Optimising problems is important in informatics. It’s not about how to solve something, it is about 

how to find the best possible outcome. This problem also has a few conditions: it needs to fit into 

the box. 

 Elementary A2 

 
  

Tom is given sweets by his grandparents. 

He wants to put all of them into the candy jar but when he does, the lid won't close. 

To make them fit he decides he will remove all of the sweets of one type, but which ones? 

 

 

Question: Which type of sweets should Tom take out of the jar, so that he can close the lid and keep 

as many sweets as possible? 

 

The overflow from the box is 1 row. The pink round sweets fill up exactly one row, so removing 

this will make the sweets fit into the box – this is how we keep the maximum number of sweets in 

the box.  
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Shelf Sort 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - Logical operators 

You can compare the rules that Beatrix set for herself as an algorithm: A sequence of instructions 

or a set of rules to get something done. In this task, the algorithm is written for a human, rather than 

for a computer to understand. 

Data can take many forms such as pictures, text or numbers each with different attributes and 

values. When we look at data, we are looking for patterns in those attributes and values. By 

identifying the patterns we can make predictions, create rules and solve more general problems. 

 Elementary B2 

Junior          A4 
  

Beatrix is trying to rearrange her shelf.  She has two rules: 

    1.  Rectangular items must not be next to each other. 

    2.  Circular items must not be next to rectangular items. 

Question: 

Which one of these shelves has followed her rules correctly? 

 

 

    A            B 

 

 

 

    C             D 

A can't be right as there are rectangular objects together. 

B can't be right as there is a circular object next to a rectangular object. 

C can't be right as there is a circular object next to a rectangular object. 

The only correct answer can be D as it follows the rules stated. 

D 
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Bottles  Elementary A3 

Junior          A3 
 

 

A Beaver puts five bottles on a table. 

He places them so that every bottle has a bit showing. 

He places the first bottle at the back of the table and puts each new bottle in front of those already 

placed. 

Answer: 

E D C B A 

Question: 

In what order are the bottles placed when they appear as shown in the picture? 

E D C B A 

D B C A E 

E C D A B 

D C E B A 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Abstraction (AB), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

This is basically a sorting problem. You are asked to sort the bottles in a specific way. Here, shapes 

and sizes are important. One has to decide the ordering according to these properties. 

You can try to solve this different ways. If you figure out that the thin bottle should be at the front 

otherwise it will disappear behind one of the other bottles, you already know that A has to be in 

front. You can try that with each bottle in turn until you solve the task. You can also check which 

bottle is large at the top or middle, since in those places the bottles differ most. Small bottles need 

to be in front. 
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Jersey Numbers  Elementary C3 

 
  

Two teams of 15 players each are shown below. Numbers are printed on their jerseys. The players 

of the first team are ordered by jersey number. The players of the second team are ordered by 

player height. 

 

Team 1’s jersey numbers are: 1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team 2’s jersey numbers are: 8, 28, 12, 3, 24, 16, 23, 19, 14, 2, 11, 29, 27, 6, 13 

Question: 

How many jersey numbers are used in team 1 that are also used in team 2? 

1 jersey number 

2 jersey numbers 

3 jersey numbers 

4 jersey numbers 
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CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - Searching 

Searching an ordered list can be much faster than searching an unordered list. This task 

demonstrates that it is much quicker to search Team 1 for individual jersey numbers from Team 2, 

than it is the other way around. 

If we imagine that it takes one second to compare two numbers, then it will take approximately 45 

seconds to solve this task by searching Team 1 for individual jersey numbers from Team 2, and it 

will take approximately 112 seconds to solve this task by searching Team 2 for individual jersey 

numbers from Team 1. 

As the lists become larger, the difference becomes more pronounced. If the list was one thousand 

numbers long, then it would be 50 times quicker (for a person or for a computer program) to search 

the ordered list than to search the unordered list. 

Searching lists is a fundamental problem in computer science. After you have solved this task, you 

have likely developed your own personal technique for searching Team 1. Possibly this is a version 

of one of the existing algorithms for searching ordered lists, such as binary search, jump search, or 

interpolation search. 

Ordering lists is a fundamental tool in a computational thinker’s tool belt. It can be a good strategy 

to order an unordered list before searching, particularly if we have to search a list multiple times. If 

we reorder Team 2 so that it is now ordered by jersey number rather than player height, then we can 

more quickly identify that there are three common jersey numbers: 

Team 1 

1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26 

Team 2 

2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 19, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29 

Jersey Numbers 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

Jersey numbers 14, 19, and 23 appear in both teams. Therefore, answers A, B, and D are not 

correct, and answer C (three jersey numbers) is correct. 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

3 jersey numbers 
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Party Guests  

 

Junior  B4 

Intermediate B1

  

  

 

To arrange a dinner party Sara the beaver needs to talk to five friends:  

 

Alicia, Beat, Caroline, David and Emil. 

Sara can talk to Emil right away. However, to talk to her other friends, there are a few points to 

consider: 

1- Before she talks to David,        she must first talk to Alicia. 

2- Before she talks to Beat,          she must first talk to Emil. 

3- Before she talks to Caroline,     she must first talk to Beat and David. 

4- Before she talks to Alicia,          she must first talk to Beat and Emil. 

 

Drag the names into the right order. Question: 

In what order should Sara talk to all of her friends if she wants to talk to all of them? 
Drag the names into the right order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   ⇒      ⇒          ⇒       ⇒ 

Alicia Beat Caroline David Emil 
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CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - Dependency, Graph 

Satisfying dependencies is a computational problem that happens frequently in real life.  

This problem of dependency and ordering can be modelled with a graph. A graph is composed of 

vertices (here the friends) and arcs from some vertices to other ones (here there is an arc from X to 

Y if X needs to appear after Y. Our graph here is special: since there exists an ordering, it has no 

cycles.  A cycle would be a path that starts at one vertex, follows some arcs and returns to the 

starting vertex.  The graph in this problem is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The problem is then 

called a topological sort: we sort the vertices according to the dependency relation. 

One way to do so is to select all the vertices where no arcs exit (hence those tasks can be done 

first), and put them at the beginning of our answer. Then we can remove these vertices from the 

graph, and continue with the new graph. 

The existence of a vertex where no arcs exit is guaranteed by the fact that the graph is acyclic. 

Answer: 

Emil ⇒ Beat ⇒ Alicia ⇒ David ⇒ Caroline 

Explanation: 

This task has to do with dependencies. 

- Emil is the only friend with no dependencies so he must go first. 

- Beat only depends on Emil so he can go second. 

- Alicia depends on Beat and Emil, so she can go third. 

- David depends on Alicia so he can go next, 

- Finally Caroline depends on Alicia and David so she can go last. 

No other sequence can fulfil the dependencies. 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

Party Guests 
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Tube System  
Junior  C4 

Intermediate C2 
 

  

A mouse is at the entrance of a tube system. It wants to reach the cheese at the end of tube 5. 

The mouse always follows these commands: 

    1. Go downwards until a crossing 

    2. At the crossing, move through to the next vertical tube 

    3. Go to command 1 

Question: 

In which tube should the mouse start so that it reaches the cheese? 

 1  2  3  4  or   5 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Many robots are programmed so that they have to follow exact commands. This mouse does the 

same thing: it follows the commands ‘go downwards’ and ‘change directions at the next crossing’ 

over and over again. These kind of commands depend on the choice of the tube entrance as to 

which way the mouse runs in the tube system. Most computer programs are deterministic: if you 

always input the same data, the program performs the same calculations and delivers the same 

output. 

3 

From tube 1 the mouse always reaches tube 3.  

From tube 2 it reaches tube 1.  

From tube 4 it reaches tube 2. 

From tube 5 the mouse gets to tube 4. 
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Beaver Code  

 

Elementary C1 

Junior  A1 

Intermediate A1 
  

So Barbara” becomes: 

 

She then writes the names of her friends. Unfortunately they all got mixed up. 

Question:  

Drag the sun-flower-codes to the names of her four friends. 

Barbara has been given two stamps.  

With one she can produce a little flower, with 

the other a little sun.  

Being a clever girl, she thinks of a way to write 

her own name by using the code below: 

Letter B A R E Y 

Code      

 

Abby  

Arya  

Barry  

Ray  
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Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE), Generalisation (GE) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

Tags -  

Often in Computational Science, instead of storing data in a simple and straightforward way, we 

can devise a scheme to store it more efficiently, using less space.  

For instance, computers store information about characters that can be typed on the keyboard in 

what is called an ASCII encoding.  Each letter corresponds to a different sequence of 8 bits (0's and 

1's).  In ASCII, every character takes the same amount of space. 

However, letters have different frequencies in texts (for example, the letter “E” is the most common 

letter in English words), and we can use these frequencies to improve our encoding.  

Specifically, we encode frequent letters with smaller codes: in this question, B should be frequent 

and takes one symbol, A two, and the other letters more. There is a famous and widely used 

algorithm to do this for texts, named the Huffman coding. You cannot however use any encoding 

you wish: you have to make sure the code is unambiguous. For example, suppose the code was the 

following: Letter B was one flower, letter A was two flowers. 

What do two flowers mean? It could be BB or A, but we have no way to know which one for sure. 

One way to achieve unambiguity is to make sure the code is prefix-free; that is if we take the code 

of a letter, it is not the beginning of any other code. 

Also, since the Huffman code used depends on the text itself (it depends on the frequencies of 

letters), it is necessary to store the correspondence between the code and the actual letters. This 

takes a bit of space, but is negligible for long texts. 

See below 

This problem is most easily solved by noting that Abby starts with an A and a B and so we look for 

a code with two suns and a flower at the start. There is only one of these so this is assigned. Next it 

is noted that Arya's code begins with three suns and a flower. Again there is only one of these so 

this is assigned. By continuing in this way, all the codes are quickly assigned to the correct names. 
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Soccer Game  Junior B5   

The Beaver Rangers have been playing a soccer game against the Forest Raiders. 

 

Here are the goal scorers: 

minute 1: Anna 

minute 10: Dick 

minute 35: Bernard 

minute 47: Smithy 

minute 73: Backy 

minute 89: Richard 

 

 

(The names of the players and times of the scores are distractions. They do not help solve the 

problem) 

 
 

Question: 

If we know that only one team manages to score two goals in a row, which of the following can not 

be the final score?  3-3 5-1 2-4 or 4-2 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

There are three possible final standings in this game. If one team scores first and the other team 

scores 2 in a row the final standing will be 3-3. If the first team scores first and also scores two in a 

row then the final standing will be 4-2. If the second team scores first and also scores two in a row 

then the final standing will be 2-4.  

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - IF conditions 

The solution to this problem is a nested if statement: The first if statement checks which team 

scores first. The second if statement checks if a team scored two goals in a row.  

5-1 
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Robot Exit 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

In computer programming, a loop is a sequence of instruction's that is continually repeated until a 

certain condition is reached.  

Typically, a certain process is done, such as getting an item of data and changing it, and then some 

condition is checked such as whether a counter has reached a prescribed number.  

If it hasn't, the next instruction in the sequence is an instruction to return to the first instruction in 

the sequence and repeat the sequence. If the condition has been reached, the next instruction "falls 

through" to the next sequential instruction or branches outside the loop.  

A loop is a fundamental programming idea that is commonly used in writing programs. 

Junior  A2 

Intermediate A2 

 

  

Help the green robot to exit the maze. 

The robot will repeat your instructions 4 times. 

Question: 

Drag the arrows to form a set of instructions.  

 

In mobile robotics, maze problem solving is one of the most common problems. To solve this 

problem, an autonomous robot is used. Mazes can be of different kinds; having loops, without any 

loops, grid systems or without a grid system. In this short loop maze algorithm, the robot is 

instructed to follow a preference of directions. 

 

Answer: 
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Car Trip Junior  B2 

Intermediate A4 
  

A self-driving car needs to take a student 

to school.  

The car is programmed so that it only 

use these 3 instructions: 

Left:  turn 90° left 

Right:  turn 90° right 

Forward:  go forward until you cannot 

go forward anymore 

 

Answer: 

Question: 

Write a set of instructions (a program) that will get the beaver to his school. You can do this by 

dragging the three instruction blocks next to the car. 

Explanation: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

The task is similar to giving instructions to a robot: writing a computer program requires step by 

step execution. Programs are essential to our use of computers: they tell computers what sequences 

of operations they must do. Computers and robots are good at computing fast, doing repetitive 

things, but they cannot think just by themselves, and require instructions to perform tasks. As 

shown in this task, the order of the operations is very important: the right set of instructions in the 

wrong order will not give the expected result. 

The important thing for participants to remember is that there is no forward movement when 

turning 90 degrees, so the 'straight' command has to be entered between every turn.  

It’s Computational Thinking: 
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Secret Recipe Junior C3  

Eszter has asked István to cook a special cake made of five ingredients. 

She has put labels next to the ingredients in the garden. One ingredient has no label. 

The labels tell István in what order the ingredients must be added.  

The garden looks like this: 

Question:  

Which ingredient should be added first? 

 

 

Answer: Explanation: 

If Eszter starts with the flower, she can add all five ingredients in the right order. The 

first added ingredient must be the one with no referring image. 

Choosing the strawberry, she could not have continued to the next as there is no 

paper with it. The apple is not correct because if she had started with the apple, she 

would have skipped the red flower. The pine cone is not correct because if she had 

started with the cone, she would have skipped the red flower and the apple. 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

The data structure used here is called a linked list in which there can be an arbitrary number of 

items. A linked list is a linear collection of data elements that consist of an item and a reference 

point  (pointer) showing the next item. The first item of the linked list is very important as the list 

starts from there and it is the only point that refers to the whole list. 

The recipe here is a linked list. The ingredients are the items and each slip of paper is the pointer to 

the next item in line. In other words the plants are the data and the slips of paper are the pointers. 

The first component is that ingredient which is not referred by any paper, but accompanied by a 

paper. 

The benefit of the linked list is that items of different types and sizes can be stored together, just 

like fruits and flowers in this question.  
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Paint it Black Junior C5  

Combining Card A and Card B, you get Card C: 

 

 

 

 

Card A                      Card B                                  Card C 

 
Question: 

How many black cells will Card F have after combining Card D and Card E?  

Card D    Card E     Card F 

 

 

 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

Combining the cards obeys the following rule. When the colour of the corresponding cells is the 

same the resulting colour is black. Otherwise the resulting colour is white. 

CT Skills - Abstraction (AB), Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - Boolean algebra 

A Boolean circuit is an example of a mathematical computation model. An equivalence  is one of 

the basic Boolean operations.  If the white cell is interpreted as 0 or FALSE and the black cell as 1 

or TRUE, this operation could be described this way: 

1 ⇔ 1 → 1 

0 ⇔ 1 → 0 

1 ⇔ 0 → 0 

0 ⇔ 0 → 1 

3 
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Blossom 
Junior  B3 

Intermediate B2 

Senior  A2 

 

   

Jane is playing a computer game. 

First the computer secretly chooses colours for five buds. The available colours for each flower are 

blue, orange, and pink. Jane has to guess which flower has which colour. She makes her first five 

guesses and presses the Blossom button.  

The buds, whose colours she guessed correctly, break into flowers. The others remain as buds. 

 

Jane's first go: 

 

 

 

 

 

Jane then has another go at guessing and presses the Blossom button again. 

 

Jane's second go: 

Question:  

What colours did the computer choose for the flowers? 

A. blue pink blue orange orange 

B. pink blue blue blue orange 

C. pink blue blue pink orange 

D. pink pink blue pink orange 
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Answer: 

C. pink blue blue pink orange 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Evaluation (EV), Generalisation (GE) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Drawing consequences from events that happened or did not happen is an important ability for 

solving many kinds of problems. The task is a simplified version of the Mastermind board game. It 

is simplified because after each guess the player gets complete information about all the flowers. If 

in each guess the player chooses a different colour for the not-yet-blossomed flowers, then in the 

third guess he/she can always correctly pick the colours of all the flowers. 

After two guesses there are three blossomed flowers. So we can already see the colour chosen by 

the computer for the first, third and fifth flower. The colour of the first flower is pink, so answer A) 

cannot be correct. 

For the second flower Jane guessed pink in the first guess and it did not blossom, then she guessed 

orange and it did not blossom either. As there are only three colours available, the second flower 

must be blue. This rules out answer D). 

Similarly, Jane chose orange and blue for the fourth flower and it still has not blossomed, so it must 

be pink. And this rules out answer B)  

Answer C) must therefore be correct. 
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Magic Potions 

Junior  C2 

Intermediate B4 

Senior  A3 

Elite  A2 
 

 

  

Betaro Beaver has discovered five new magic potions: 

one makes ears longer 

another makes teeth longer 

another makes whiskers curly 

another turns the nose white 

the last one turns eyes white. 

 

Betaro put each magic potion into a separate beaker. He put pure water into another beaker, so there 

are six beakers in total. The beakers are labeled A to F. The problem is, he forgot to record which 

beaker contains which magic potion! 

 

 

To find out which potion is in each beaker, Betaro set up the following experiments: 

Expt 1: A beaver drinks from beakers A, B and C together - the effects are shown in Figure 1. 

Expt 2: A beaver drinks from beakers A, D and E together - the effects are shown in Figure 2. 

Expt 3: A beaver drinks from beakers C, D and F together - the effects are shown in Figure 3. 

Question: 

Which beaker contains pure water? 
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Magic Potions 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

Solution 1: 

By Experiment 1, none of A, B and C is pure water, since there are three changes that happen to the 

beaver. 

By Experiment 2, either D or E is pure water or the magic potion making his nose white since A is 

not pure water, from Experiment 1. 

By Experiment 3, D and F are pure water or the magic potion making his whiskers curly, since C is 

not pure water, again from Experiment 1. 

Therefore, D is pure water. 

 

Solution 2: 

Experiment 1 has three effects, Experiment 2 and 3 both have two effects. Therefore, there is no 

pure water in Experiment 1 and there is exactly one water beaker in Experiment 2 and Experiment 

3. The only common beaker between experiments 2 and 3 is beaker D. Thus, D is pure water. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

In this problem we have a collection of facts that we need to find new information from. This can 

be done using logical reasoning. Logic plays an important role in Computer Science. The smallest 

unit a computer works with is a bit, which has a value of 1 (true) or 0 (false).  All other information 

in a computer is stored using a specific combination of bits.  The computer uses logic to figure out 

what decisions it should follow, and each of these decisions is based on whether certain bits are set 

to true (1) or false (0). 

This problem also explores basic set theory.  We are looking for an element in the set which is not 

in the set used in Experiment 1, which means it is the complement of A, B, C.  We then look at the 

intersection of Experiments 2 and 3 in order to determine the common element in both. 

Beaker D 
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Health Care Intermediate B5 

Senior  A5 

 

  

Doctor Hamid wants to build three hospitals for the beavers. 

The hospitals can only be built on the places shown on the map below. 

To get to a hospital, the beavers should not have to swim through more than than one stream from 

any of these places. 

Question: 

Choose three places to build the hospitals for 

Doctor Hamid. 
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Health Care 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

There are several correct solutions, one for instance uses the places E, H and K: 

• For the places D, E and I the beavers can swim to E. 

• For the places B, C, F, G and H the beavers can swim to H. 

• For the places A, C, G and K the beavers can swim to K. 

The other solutions are: A E H,  C G I,  C H I,  C I K ,  D F K,  B I K and  C E H. 

CT Skills - Abstraction (AB), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

In Computing this channel system is generalised to the concept of a graph consisting of vertices 

(intersections) and edges (water canals). The more general problem is to find a so-called “vertex 

cover” in a graph. This is a subset of the vertices that cover the whole graph. Whenever all the 

neighbour vertices to this subset are added together, they will cover all vertices of the graph. 

Usually a minimal number of such vertices is the most cost efficient. In more complex graphs it is 

very hard to find these cost effective subsets of the vertices. It needs a computer algorithm to find a 

solution. 

The method of placing the stations described in the explanation section is called backtracking. You 

try one solution and if it is not correct you take back the last step you’ve made and try another step, 

ideally systematically until you have exhausted all possible last steps. Then you take back the pre-

last step, try all solutions and so on until you have found a correct solution. This method is not very 

efficient, but for this kind of problems it works reliably. 

The solutions can be found by placing a station at a random position and marking all stations that 

are reachable within one step. Then you can position the next station and so on. Once all three 

stations are placed there are two possibilities: either it’s a solution or there are one or more places 

that are not marked. If it’s not a solution, you can remove the last station you’ve placed and place it 

in another place and check again. If you are still not lucky to find a solution with 3 stations you 

have to “backtrack” and place the last station on another place. By doing this systematically one 

can find all possible solutions. 
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Shake Hands Intermediate C4 

Senior  C4 

 

  

After the game ends, the beavers in each of the two teams line up in a row and walk past the other 

team. As they pass each other, they shake hands. At the beginning, only the first player on each 

team shakes hands. Next, the first two players shake hands (see picture below). This continues until 

each player has shaken hands with every player on the other team. 

There are 15 players on each team. 

Question: 

If each player takes one second to shake hands and move to the next player, how many seconds of 

shaking hands will there be? 
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Shake Hands 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

The amount of handshaking is exactly the length of one line plus the length of the other line, minus 

one. 

Let us imagine that there is only 1 player on each team. After 1 second, all handshaking has 

finished. Let us imagine that there are only 2 players on each team. During the first second, the first 

player on each team shakes hands. During the second second, the first player on each team is 

shaking hands with the second player on the other team, and during the third second, the second 

two players are shaking hands with each other. So, that’s three seconds. 

With 15 players in each team, the number of seconds required is 15 + 15 – 1 = 29. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Computer processes and hardware 

Tags - Parallel processing 

This task can be viewed as an illustration of a parallel processing paradigm called pipeline 

processing. Pipeline processing is a very efficient way to get many computers working together to 

solve problems quickly, but it can take a relatively long time to reach that efficiency, just like our 

players at the back of each line had to wait quite a while before their first handshake. 

Analysing the running time of an algorithm is a sophisticated part of computer science called 

computational complexity analysis. In this Task, we know the team size is fixed at 15, and can 

deduce that the “running time” of the hand shaking algorithm is 29 seconds. However, in 

computational complexity we would be asked to measure the running time independent of a 

specific team size. We would conclude that the hand shaking algorithm takes 2N-1 seconds, for any 

team size N, where N is 1, or any larger natural number. 

29 
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Concurrent Directions 
Junior  C1 

Intermediate B3 

Senior  A4 

 

  

In a warehouse, three robots always work as a team. 

When the team gets a direction instruction (N, S, E, W), all robots in the grid will move one square 

in that direction at the same time. 

After following a list of instructions, the robots all pick up the object found in their final square. 

For example, if we give the instructions N, N, S, S, E to the team, then robot A will pick up a cone, 

robot B will pick up a ring, and robot C will pick up a cone. 

Question: 

Which list of instructions can be sent to the robots so that the team picks up exactly a sphere, a 

cone, and a ring? 

A. N, E, E, E 

B. N, E, E, S, E 

C. N, N, S, E, N 

D. N, E, E, S, W 
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Concurrent Directions 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

A.  If the team’s list is N, E, E, E then robot A will pick up a ring, robot B will pick up a cone, and 

robot C will pick up a ring. No sphere is picked up, so this is an incorrect answer. 

 

B. If the team’s list is N, E, E, S, E then robot A will pick up a sphere, robot B will pick up a ring, 

and robot C will pick up a cone. There is one of each type of object, so this is the correct answer. 

 

C. If the team’s list is N, N, S, E, N then robot A will pick up a sphere, robot B will pick up a cone, 

and robot C will pick up a sphere. No ring is picked up, so this is an incorrect answer. 

 

D. If the team’s list is N, E, E, S, W then robot A will pick up a cone, robot B will pick up a ring, 

and robot C will pick up a cone. No sphere is picked up, so this is an incorrect answer. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Computer processes and hardware 

Tags - Parallel processing 

When robots or computers work together at the same time, we say that they are working in parallel. 

If we have a small number of robots or computers working in parallel, we could give each of them a 

different list of instructions. However, if we have thousands or millions of computers working 

together then it is not practical to write separate instructions for each. We have to give large groups 

of them the exact same instructions. For example, the Tianhe-2 supercomputer has 3 million 

separate computing cores that can be used to work together on solving a single complicated 

problem. 

In this task, we have the potential for an additional complication. The robots are working in the 

same space, and their instructions must be prepared more carefully to ensure that they do not crash 

into each other or otherwise block one another. Preparing parallel instructions in such a situation is 

an extremely challenging aspect of computer science called concurrent programming. 

B. N, E, E, S, E 
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Bus Stop 
Junior  A5 

Intermediate A3 

 

  

The lodges of five beavers are shown on the map below. 

The Beavers want to put a bus stop in one of the places marked by blue hexagons. 

All the hexagons are 10m apart. 

The beavers decide that the sum of the distances from their lodges to the bus stop must be as small 

as possible. 

 

 

Question: 

Click on the best place for the bus stop. 

 

 

Answer: 

The Hexagon at the intersection 
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Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

One naive way to see this answer is to try all 9 possible locations for the bus stop and calculate the 

sum of the distances.  This requires a lot of calculation. To reduce the amount of calculation, we 

can generalise our solution. 

Suppose we located the bus stop to be at the branching of the roads (where all three roads intersect). 

The sum of all the distances from the lodges to the bus stop: 

 30 + 20 + 10 + 30 + 20 = 110 

When the bus stop is moved x meters to the left, the first two distances will be reduced by x  

meters, and the distance from the last three lodges to the bus stop the will increase by x meters: 

 (30-x) + (20-x) + (x + 10) + (30 + x) + (x + 20) = 110 +x 

We will get the same result if we choose a location for the bus stop at a distance of x meters to the 

right on the upper right route: 

  (30 + x) + (20 + x) + (x +10) + (30 -x) + (-x + 20) = 110 +x 

If you choose the location for the bus stop at a distance of x meters to the right on the lower right 

route, the result will be: 

 (30 + x) + (x + 20) + (10 + x) + (x + 30) + (20 - x) = 110 + 3x 

CT Skills - Decomposition (DE), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

This is a classic problem of tree centre finding. It is also an optimisation problem.  In computer 

science, many problems involve finding the best, or least cost, or minimal or maximal value to 

some function in order to save the most money, use the least amount of resources, take the least 

amount of time, etc.  This problem is a simple case of a real-world problem involving transportation 

networks:  City planners need to make these sorts of decisions for subway, bus or train locations in 

order to optimise the use of those systems.  In computer science, we apply various algorithms to 

help find the optimal answer.  For this problem we can use one of three possible algorithms: 

1) An exhaustive search of all options (for a small number of vertices).  For larger networks (if 

there were thousands of locations) this is not feasible.   

2) If the locations formed one row, we can simply compute the median location, and it will be 

optimal. 

3) The optimal node has the property that, if we looked down each path from each of its 

neighbours, there is less than the half of the beavers living there.  To optimise this criteria, we can 

use a dynamic-programming solution to find this answer in an efficient time. 
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Secret messages 
Junior  B1 

Intermediate A5 

Senior  A1 

Elite  A1 
 

  
 

Agents Boris and Bertha communicate using secret messages. 

Boris wants to send Bertha the secret message: 

 MEETBILLYBEAVERAT6 

He writes each character in a 4 column grid from left to right and row by row starting from the top. 

He puts an X in any unused spaces. The result is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then he creates the secret message by reading the characters from top to bottom and column by 

column starting from the left: 

 MBYVTEIBE6ELERXTLAAX 

Bertha then uses the same method to reply to Boris. The secret message she sends him is: 

 OIERKLTEILH!WBEX 

Question: 

What message does Bertha send back? 

 OKWHERETOMEET!  

 OKIWILLBETHERE!  

 WILLYOUBETHERETOO?  

 OKIWILLMEETHIM! 
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Secret Messages 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

You can determine the original message by entering the secret message into the grid from top to 

bottom and column by column. This gives: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then reading from left to right and row by row gives: 

OKIWILLBETHERE! 

CT Skills - Evaluation (EV), Generalisation (GE) 

CS Domain - Communications and networking 

We do not always want messages sent across networks to be read if they are intercepted. These 

messages might contain a password or other private information. Therefore, a message is 

sometimes encrypted which means it is turned into a secret message. For this to work, the recipient 

needs to be able to decrypt this secret message and discover the original message. However, it 

should not be possible for an adversary who finds the secret message to also recover the original 

message. 

The method to encrypt and decrypt is called a cipher. There are many types of ciphers. The one 

used in this task is called a transposition cipher as it changes rows to columns and columns to rows 

when the message is placed in a grid. The study of ciphers is called cryptography and modern 

cryptography is a big area of research and involves more complicated ciphers based on hard 

mathematical problems. 

OKIWILLBETHERE!  
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Rafting 
Intermediate C3 

Senior  B1 

Elite  A4 
 

  

Beavers build rafts. For river traffic control, all rafts should be registered.  

This means that each raft should have a license plate with unique text.  

The text is is made up of letters and digits as shown in the illustration below. 

The licence must start with the letter B and end with the digit 0 or 1. 

Question: 

Which two of these license plates cannot be registered? 

BB0001 BBB100 BBB011 BB0100 BR00A0 BSA001 BE0S01 

 

 

BBB100 and BR00A0 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

The best way to solve this is simply follow the diagram and check the solutions one by one.  

BBB100 is incorrect, because the digit part starts with 1 (you can’t get from the B to the 1) and 

BR00A0 is incorrect because you can’t get from 0 to A as it is a one way arrow. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

Finite automata is an important part of theoretical computer science. Computers often read the 

sequence of characters and words in a document or a computer program with the help of finite 

automata. Finite automation can look at the sequence of instructions, recognise the patterns and 

accept or reject input accordingly. If the characters present are an allowed combination, a known 

word for example, it will accept them. Otherwise it will not. 
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Segwey Senior  B3 

Elite  A3 
 

  

Jan has a special vehicle that looks like a Segway. He moves it by pressing                                    

two buttons: a blue (light) button on the left, and a red (dark) button on 

the right. 

When he presses a button, the wheel on that side of the vehicle rotates. 

If both buttons are pushed at the same time, both wheels rotate and the  

vehicle moves forward. 

If he pushes a single button, only one wheel rotates and the vehicle turns. 

 

Example: 

The follow table shows which button was pushed when, and how the vehicle  

moved from location 1 to location 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

First, the blue button was pressed and the vehicle turned to the right. Then both buttons were 

pressed, and the vehicle moved forward. Finally the red button was pressed, and the vehicle turned 

left. The orientation of the vehicle is now the same as in the beginning: facing towards the upper 

wall. 

Question: 

Here is a record of the button presses from a different journey: 

 

 

 

 

The vehicle kept going until it hit one of the walls. At the start the vehicle was facing towards the 

upper wall. 

Towards which wall was the vehicle facing at the end of the journey? 

 upper lower  left or right 
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Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

The left button was pressed 8 times during the ride, while the right button was pressed 10 times. 

That means the right button was pressed two times more and the vehicle turned left twice, so will 

face the opposite direction from where it started - it must hit the lower wall. 

CT Skills - Abstraction (AB), Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

Tags - Robotics, Finite-state machine 

Such vehicles (e.g. robotic removers of unexploded devices) can be remotely controlled by two 

signals for two motors. The computer can generate the signals for automatic crossing of a troubled 

terrain according to a program and knowledge of the terrain.  

This vehicle can be considered as a finite-state machine or automaton that can be in one of a finite 

number of states. The machine is in only one state at a time.  

A graphical representation of a situation is often clearer than its written description, and can help 

and be less error prone when one has to devise the operations to be performed.  

lower 
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Bike Paths Intermediate C1 

Senior  B4 

Elite  B2 
 

  
 
C 

B 

A 

Question:  

What is the meaning of the numbers she has left under the stones? 

A.  The shortest distance going through the least number of villages 

B.  The shortest distance from village A to this village 

C.  The shortest distance to this village by taking a left turn at crossings if possible 

D.  The shortest distance to this village by taking a right turn at crossings if possible 

Cleveria is a beaver biker. She explores the one-way paths that pass through the villages in her 

district. Each village has a village stone labeled with a single letter. All the paths have a distance and 

a direction. The distance and direction are given by the yellow flags. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the course of many different trips Cleveria leaves blue notes with a number on under a stone in 

each village. The notes are about the distance from village A to the village stone with the note under. 
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Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

In order to find the correct answer, the distances for each village according to the different 

specifications A through D have to be computed: 

A) is wrong because otherwise D = 45, Z = 52;  

C) is wrong because otherwise C = 33, D = 45, Z = 52;  

D) is wrong because otherwise C = 51, D = 45, Z = 52.  

So the blue number shows the length of the shortest route from A to a particular village (B).  

To find the shortest route we can use the Dijkstra’s algorithm: 

1. Assign a tentative distance value to every crossing by setting it to zero for A (our initial crossing) and to 

infinity for all other crossings. 

2. Set A as the current crossing. 

3. For the current crossing, consider all of its unvisited neighbours and calculate their tentative distances. 

For each neighbour, compare the newly calculated tentative distance with the current assigned value and 

assign to it the smaller one. 

4. When we are done considering all of the neighbours of the current crossing, mark the current crossing as 

visited. A visited crossing will never be checked again. 

5. Select the unvisited crossing that is marked with the smallest tentative distance, set it as the new "current 

crossing", and go back to step 3. 

6. If the destination crossing (Z) has been marked visited, then stop. The algorithm has finished. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

Tags - Shortest path 

The problem of finding the shortest route is called “shortest path problem” and it is one of the 

fundamental computing tasks in everyday applications. Shortest path algorithms are applied to 

automatically find directions between locations, such as driving directions on websites like 

MapQuest or Google Maps. Dijkstra's algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms used to find 

the shortest route. Dijkstra's algorithm will assign some initial distance values and will try to 

improve them step by step. The structure used to represent places and routes connecting them is 

called a graph, a very important data structure in Computer Science. 

B. The shortest distance from village A to this village 
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Cave Game Intermediate C5 

Elite  C4 
 

  

 

 

Question 

Serge wants to ask as few questions as possible to find the present. 

In the worst case, how many questions does he have to ask to be sure to have found the present? 

Hale and Serge are playing a game: 

Hale hides a present in one of several caves. 

Serge has to find which cave it is in. 

To do so, Serge has the map shown below and is only allowed to ask questions like:  

“Is the toy in cave X?” 

If Serge guesses correctly, Hale will answer “yes”.  

Otherwise, she will tell Serge which of the neighbouring caves leads to the hidden toy.  

When Serge knows for sure where the toy is, the game is over and he will walk to the cave. 
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Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

We first show that wherever the toy is, Serge can win in three questions. Here is an example of the 

questions: 

First question: Is it d? 

There are then 4 possible answers, and for each of them we can conclude in at most 2 steps: 

 Yes Then he knows where the toy is: total of 1 question 

 c Then he asks b and he knows: total of 2 questions 

 e Then he asks f and he knows: total of 2 questions 

 h Now he can ask h. Either it is the right cave or the answer is i: total of 2 questions, or the answer 

he gets is j, and by asking j he finds the toy: total of 3 questions. 

Now we show that with fewer than 3 questions, there are cases where we cannot be sure of the cave 

hiding the toy. Of course, Serge cannot guess with no questions, or with just one. Now suppose 

Serge only asks two questions. Asking d first is optimal: if the answer is a, b, c, d, e, f or g then in a 

total of two questions he knows. But if Hale answers h to this question, then the one remaining 

question is not enough to know if the toy is in h, i, j, or k with certainty.  Picking any other cave 

other than d on the first guess will also lead to at least 3 questions being required. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

This is a question about searching in a tree. A lot of information is stored in tree-like structures. The  

design and use of proper algorithms to retrieve this information is an important subject in computer 

science. 

In this problem, the caves are the nodes of the tree, and the nodes that have at least three paths 

connecting them are of particular importance: They decompose the tree into “branches”, and if we 

know which branch to take to find what we look for, it enables us to search only that branch and not 

the rest of the tree. This is why the structure of the tree and the way data is put inside is very 

important: organising data makes it possible to choose one branch among all of the others, and 

having a lot of branching points means that only a small portion of the tree needs to be visited. 

Indeed, if there was only one branch (ie the tree is a path), then we would have to explore it entirely 

until finding what we want.  On the other hand, if the network of the caves made a “star” (one cave 

at the middle), then one question would be enough in all cases: Ask for the central cave. 

3 
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Elite  B1 
 

  

Question:  

What will be the final shape of the mosaic be after step 3? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        a     b     c       d 

A learner wants to create a mosaic with identical, triangle-shaped tiles. 

He starts with one tile. He rotates it 90 degrees clockwise and then adds tiles on each side of the 

triangle-shaped tile, as shown in the picture below. 

Then he rotates the whole shape 90 degrees clockwise again and adds tiles to the sides as before. 
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Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

Answer a is incorrect because the tiles are not rotated 90 degrees clockwise. 

Answers c and d are incorrect because the tiles do not match on their adjacent sides. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV), Generalisation (GE) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

This task involves executing a sequence of instructions iteratively. Executing algorithms is a key 

practice in computer science. This task also demonstrates various computational thinking skills: 

algorithmic thinking is evident in the execution of the algorithm. Evaluation takes place as students 

consider the various solutions against the first two elements in the sequence. The task also gives an 

opportunity to demonstrate generalisation in terms of recognising patterns in the potential answers.  
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Elite  B4 
 

  

Question: 

What cards are visible when the cones are lifted? 

Write the correct numbers in the spaces below the question mark. 

Inés has a pack of cards, each card has a number written on it from 1 to 9. The pack contains many 

of the same cards. 

She places three coloured cones in front of  her: 

 

 

Inés  intends to create stacks under the cones with the numbers facing up.  

Each time she puts a new card on the stack it will cover the rest of the stack. 

Her friend, Jules, takes notes as Inés puts cards, one at a time, under the cones: 

Inés starts by placing a card with the number 5 on it under the red cone. Jules writes: A <-- 5 

Next Inés places another card under the red cone, on top of the previous one. Jules writes: A <-- 3 

Then Inés peeps under the red cone and finds a card from the pack that has the same number as she sees. She 

places the card from the pack under the blue cone. Jules writes B <-- A 

Jules' final notes look like this: 

A <-- 5 

A <-- 3 

B <-- A 

B <-- 3 

A <-- B 

B <-- 5 

A <-- 6 

C <-- B 

A <-- B 

B <-- 1 
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Explanation: 

Cards and Cones 

Answer:  515 

 

 
 

 

Below is shown the top card in the stacks under the three cones after each of the instructions 

recorded by Jules. 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

Tags - Stack 

This question relates to how an actual program works. Think of the cones as representing a 

variable. The variable stores a value, in this case an integer. As the program progresses, values in 

the cones are replaced and exchanged. These cones also function like a stack. The values on the top 

of the pile under a cone are constantly being replaced and when we check what is the visible card 

under a cone, it is the last one placed. This means that the last card placed under the cone is actually 

the first value read making these cones an analogy of stacks in computer science. 

Further, values can be copied from one 'cone' to another. In programming this is called passing by 

value. In fact, some languages support copying by reference, that is, instead of copying the integer, 

we put a reference inside a cone that tells the cone its value is the same as the one in the blue cone. 

Thus, if we change the value of the blue cone, we simultaneously change the value in the red cone! 

 

Notes A B C 

A <-- 5 5   

A <-- 3 3   

B <-- A  3  

B <-- 3  3  

A <-- B 3   

B <-- 5  5  

A <-- 6 6   

C <-- B   5 

A <-- B 5   

B <-- 1  1  
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Marbles Senior B5 

Elite A5 

 

   

Beaver Emil is trying a new puzzle on his computer. He has to arrange a stack of marbles in a 

cylinder. 

Rules: 

The marbles must be either red or blue. (white and blue for the pen-and-paper version). 

There must be at least three marbles in the cylinder at the start. 

Aim: 

To produce a stack that never has less than 3 marbles in the cylinder when the GO button is 

repeatedly pressed. 

What happens when GO button is pressed once: 

Each click of the GO button lets the two lowest marbles drop out. 

Then one of two things happen depending on the colour of the first marble to drop out: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If at least three marbles remain in the cylinder after each press of the GO button, Emil will click the 

button again. 

The game ends if two marbles or less remain in the cylinder. 

Example: 

The stack shown on the right produces a game that ends after five clicks.  

At this point only two blue marbles will remain in the cylinder. 

If the first marble that drops is red:  

a new blue marble drops on the top of 

the cylinder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the first marble that drops is blue: 

three new marbles drop on the top of 

the cylinder: one red, one blue, and one 

red. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question?  

Produce a starting stack that consists of only three marbles which will 

produce a never ending game. 
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Marbles 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

The game does not end if Emil begins from a stack of three marbles that has a blue marble at the 

bottom. 

Let us note that, when the starting stack consists of three marbles and the bottom marble is red, one 

click will end the game; but when the starting stack consists of three marbles and the bottom marble 

is blue, after at most five clicks the cylinder will contain the stack RBRRBR (see the figure below). 

Indeed, listing the colours from the top to the bottom of the stack, you will get: 

BBB → RBRB → RBRRB → RBRRBR; 

BRB → RBRB → RBRRB → RBRRBR; 

RBB → RBRR → BRB → RBRB → RBRRB → RBRRBR; 

RRB → RBRR → BRB → RBRB → RBRRB → RBRRBR. 

Thus the game falls into a four-cycle (because after four clicks the same configuration RBRRBR 

will recur): 

RBRRBR → BRBRR → BBRB → RBRBB → RBRRBR. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

The puzzle represents a Post production system, a computational model using string rewriting, 

developed by Emil Leon Post in the 1920s but first published in 1943. Emil Leon Post (1897-1954) 

was a Polish-born American mathematician and logician who helped to increase our knowledge in 

computability theory. 

Rewriting models comprise various systems of formulas that allow replacing one substring with 

another one. One rewriting model can be seen as a system of objects (finite), with the set (finite) of 

relations defining possible manipulations and transformations of those objects. 

Theoretical Computer Science nowadays refers to these systems as context-free grammars. For 

example, a system of multiplications and additions can be defined using a simple context free 

grammar (CFG) with just a few rules. Another famous and useful example is the use of an 

appropriate context free grammar to precisely and completely define a programming language, both 

for educational purposes and for its implementations in computing devices. 

Any stack of thee marbles where the bottom one is blue. 
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Recursive Painting Senior C3 

Elite B5 
 

  

 

Question: 

What does the painted result look like? 

Ingrid and her friends have volunteered to help paint a floor that is 16m long by 16m wide. 

The instructions are printed on numbered sheets that refer to the other sheets by their number. Each 

sheet has a scale printed at the bottom. 

Here is an example floor plan from a previous project. It draws a beaver. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ingrid is given the plan for a new project: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The planning sheet refers to itself and both sheets have the same number! 

Ingrid's friend asks how this can be and she answers: "We can do it. The second sheet is important 

because it tells us when to stop." 
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Recursive Painting 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

Consider the left sheet of the plan. It describes how to paint the left part of the floor with a half 

circle with its round side facing to the left. For the right half of the floor, it describes how to use the 

same sheet again, twice, but the part that has to be painted has to be at least 1m long. Do note that 

the orientation of the two 1's is opposite. This indicates the sheet has to be rotated each time to the 

proper orientation. 

Note that the two round sides of sheet “1” touch each other, this means that in the answer the round 

sides of the half circles will always touch. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Algorithms and programming 

Tags - Recursion 

Self referencing instructions like this one are called recursive. Recursion is an important concept in 

Computer Science. Recursive solutions are usually shorter and more compact than their alternatives 

but sometimes a little bit harder to understand. Recursive patterns are frequently found in nature. 

Terminating conditions like the one shown in the example play an important role in recursion to 

avoid endless loops. 
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Email Software Elite C2 
 

  

Question:  

Who could not have been the sender of the first email? 

 Anna 

 Bella 

 Chloe 

 Anybody could have sent the first email 

Four friends, Anna, Bella, Chloe and Diane, send emails to each other using only T-Mail or B-Mail.  

When forwarding an email to another person, T-Mail always adds the new email content to the top of 

the existing email thread, while B-Mail always adds to the bottom. 

 

Example: 

Anna and Bella only use T-Mail. 

Chloe and Diane sometimes use T-mail, and sometimes use B-Mail. 

Suppose that Anna sent the first email to Chloe in a new thread. Chloe then used B-mail to forward 

the email to Bella adding her own message. Finally, Bella forwards the email to Diane, again adding 

her own message. The final email thread will then look like the image shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

The following image shows another email thread. It is not clear who sent the first email. 

The table on the right shows who used which email package. 
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Email Software 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

Anna can't have been the first sender. If Anna was the first sender, Bella's email should not have 

appeared below Anna's.  

If Bella was the first sender, then the forwarded emails from Anna or Bella can appear above the 

first email. The emails forwarded by Chloe or Diane could then be above or below the previous 

email. It is similar if Chloe or Diane was the first sender. 

Therefore, each of the other three persons could have been the first sender.  

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE) 

CS Domain - Communication and networking 

By understanding a final state of a process and the set of rules that govern the process, one can use 

logical reasoning to work backwards and deduce the initial state. In this case, one can find out the 

possible senders of the first email, as well as determine the email software actually used. 

Emails and forums adopt both posting styles: top-posting and bottom-posting. Email software 

normally has a default posting style, although it can usually be changed by the user. In forums, 

although both styles are used, each online community differs on which styles are appropriate or 

acceptable. 

Anna 
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Scanner Code Senior C5 

Elite B3 
 

  

Two scanners encode an image by translating its pixels into a special code. The code lists the number 

of all consecutive pixels of the same colour (black or white), followed by the number of all the 

consecutive pixels of the other colour, and so on. Both scanners start from the top left corner, and go 

from left to right, and row by row. 

The two scanners use different methods at the end of a row: 

Scanner A processes the pixels row by row and restarts the encoding on the next row. 

Scanner B processes the pixels row by row but does not restart the encoding on the next row. 

Example: 

The image on the right would be represented by the following codes: 

Scanner A: 3,1,1,1,2,4 (3 white, 1 black, 1 black; 1 white, 2 black, 4 black) 

Scanner B: 3,2,1,6. (3 white, 2 black, 1 white, 6 black) 

Question:  

Which of the following pictures will have the same code no matter which scanner is used? 

 

A 

 

 

 

B 

 

 

 

C 

 

 

 

D 
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Scanner Code 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

The difference in the 2 methods is in whether the last pixel(s) in a row and the first pixel(s) in the 

next row are combined or not. Scanner A does not combine them. Scanner B combines them only if 

they are of the same colour. If they are not the same colour, the resulting code from the two 

scanners will be the same. Therefore, we must find a picture in which the last pixel in a row and the 

first pixel in the next row are different, for all rows: 

 

 

We only need to compare the 4 pixels at the end of each row and the corresponding 4 pixels starting 

each row, in each of the four supplied images, to make sure that they are of the opposite colours: 

 

 

        A        B     C    D 

Of the 4 pictures, the only one that meets this requirement is picture D. 

CT Skills - Abstraction (AB), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

A scanner is a device that optically reads (or scans) an image and converts it into a digital image. 

When scanning, the colour and brightness of each tiny area (pixel) seen by a sensor is measured and 

recorded as a numeric value. This process is referred to as digitising the image.  

A pixel is a computer word formed from PICture ELement, because a pixel is the smallest element 

of a digital image. Each pixel is a sample of an original image, and more samples will provide more 

accurate representations of the original image. 

Scanner A uses line breaks to restart its encoding on subsequent rows whereas Scanner B reads the 

pixels as one long continuous image. Each can have its own set of advantages when being used in 

practice. For example with a long image, you might use less numbers with Scanner B but would 

also need to encode the dimensions of your image. It might not be practical to do this with smaller 

images. These tradeoffs are very important decisions that must be made when working in computer 

science. 
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Kix Code Elite C3 
 

  

Question: 

Another postal code has this Kix code.  

 

 

 

What is the postal code? 

The Bebras Post Office uses postal codes that contain four characters.  

To make the postal codes readable by machines, they convert the postal codes into Kix codes. 

In a Kix code, each character is represented by 4 vertical bars. 

A code has 2 sections: upper and lower.  

The upper section contains only the middle and the top bars, while the lower section contains only 

the middle and the bottom bars. 

This table shows the codes for several characters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

The Kix code for “G7Y0” is 
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Kix Code 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

The answer can be obtained by looking at the table and converting the Kix code into the 

corresponding characters.  

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Generalisation (GE) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

The Kix codes (actually used by the Dutch Post Company) are an example of bar codes. Bar codes 

are machine readable codes, which are useful in automating the selection and sorting of posts. 

In this example, the information in the table is split up between the upper section and the lower 

section. This technique is commonly used in presenting information. 

BC16 
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B-enigma Senior C1 

Elite C1 
 

  

Question?  

The Beavers wish to send the message “BEBRAS”. 

What will the encrypted message be if we start from position (1)? 

A.  UOSAEB 

B.  UOUQOP 

C.  UOOOIP 

D.  UOOUPQ 

The Beavers need to communicate secretly. They decide to use a mechanism called the B-Enigma 

machine to hide (encrypt) their messages. 

 

 

 

 

The B-Enigma works as shown above. Each time a letter is typed (e.g. “A”), the left rotor will find a 

letter on the right rotor according to the arrows (e.g. “O” for “A” in the first step). After typing a 

letter, the left rotor will move up one position. 

This is shown in a different way in the diagram below. After rotating up one position the left rotor 

will then be in position (2). However, note that the rotor on the right never moves. The links between 

the two rotors (shown by the straight arrows) also remain the same. 

In the diagram below, all the letters available are shown on both rotors. 
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B-enigma 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

At position (1) letter B is encrypted to U and at position (2) E is encrypted to O as shown in the 

above image. The other transformations for the letters 3-5 are shown below. For the last letter we 

use position (1): 

 

 

 

 

 

At position (3) letter B is encrypted to O, so answers A and B are incorrect. 

At position (4) letter R is encrypted to O, so answer D is incorrect. 

CT Skills - Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV) 

CS Domain - Communication and networking 

Tags - Cryptology, Cryptography, Encryption 

The machine is a simplified version of the Enigma machine which was used during the Second 

World War by the German Army to encrypt communications. The Enigma code was first broken by 

the Polish in 1932. British Intelligence worked throughout the war to decipher the coded messages 

produced by this machine. Most undergraduate classes on cryptography start with a presentation of 

the Enigma. The work on breaking the Enigma code by Alan Turing lead to the development of the 

first computers. 

C.  UOOOIP 
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Question: 

Which of the following four bracelets shows what the bracelet looked like when it was whole? 

 

A                                      B                                  C                               

 Bracelet 
 

 Elementary B3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer: 

The correct answer is B 

 

Explanation: 

Bracelet B follows the beads in the same order as the broken bracelets 

 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

Skills - Evaluation (EV) 

In computational thinking it is important to be able to recognise patterns which may be useful to us. 

Recognising patterns helps us find similarities in things that may look different at first, but have 

something in common. 

This task also deals with verifying a proposed solution: the possible answers need to be checked 

against the original bracelet to see if they meet the required order of the shapes. The same process of 

verifying a solution is important in computing in order to determine if the output of a program is 

correct. 

Emily has broken her favourite bracelet. The broken bracelet now looks like this: 
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L-game Elite C5 
 

  

Question:  

Kiki has nine possible first moves. In how many of them is she guaranteed to win no matter how 

pieces are placed in following turns? 

 0 1 2 or 3 

Kiki and Wiwi are playing L-Game on a 4x4 board.  

They take turns placing L-shaped pieces so that 

• every piece placed by Kiki is oriented as shown below, 

• every piece placed by Wiwi is oriented as shown below, 

• every piece is placed entirely on the board, and 

• no two pieces overlap. 

Pieces cannot be moved after they are placed. A player loses the game when it is their turn but it is 

not possible to place a piece according to the rules above. 

An example where Kiki goes first is shown below. In this example, Kiki can win the game by 

placing a piece in the bottom-right corner. 

 

 

 

. 
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L-game 

Answer: 

Explanation: 

It’s Computational Thinking: 

The correct answer is B. By placing a piece in the “middle” position, Kiki is guaranteed to win the 

game. No matter how Wiwi places a plate on his or her first turn, Kiki can only place a piece in the top 

left corner. This means that, according to the rules, Wiwi cannot then place a plate. 

If Kiki places a piece in any other position on her first turn, then there is always at least one way that 

she can lose the game. The following diagram details some of the possibilities and symmetry can be 

used to rule out many of the positions. 

CT Skills - Abstraction (AB), Algorithmic Thinking (AL) 

CS Domain - Data, data structures and representations 

All the possibilities in a game can be represented by a diagram like the one in the explanation.  

In this game tree, a root node corresponds to the initial state of the board. Then, for each possible move, 

arrows point to the resulting new state of the board. The full tree is built by continuing in this way. A 

game tree is a special type of directed graph. 

A game tree can be built and searched in order to play or study the game. Depending on the type of 

problem, it is sometimes more useful to explore neighbour nodes first, before moving to neighbours on 

the next level (breadth-first search, or BFS), while sometime it Is more useful to explore as far as 

possible along each branch before backtracking (depth-first search, or DFS). These two search strategies 

have different properties and memory requirements. 

1 
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